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Women Make

History:

Stories we should have

learned in school

You may not know Katalin
Karikó, but she may have
saved your life.
 
After years of having her scientific
theories dismissed as too far-fetched
and even being demoted as a
professor, today Dr. Katalin Karikó is
being celebrated as the biochemist
behind the success of the world’s
leading Coronavirus vaccines. The
reason is her groundbreaking
discoveries about messenger RNA
(mRNA).
 
According to the CDC, the key to
COVID-19 vaccines is their use of
mRNA. Until now, vaccines have been
made using a weakened or inactive germ to stimulate the body's immune response.
Instead, mRNA “teaches our cells how to make a protein.” The protein then triggers the
immune response and produces antibodies, which “keep us from getting infected."
 
Early in her career, the Hungarian-born Karikó was fascinated by the possibility of using
the body’s own genetic make-up to create immune therapies. A promising young
professor at the University of Pennsylvania, in 1990 she began applying for research
grants, but she received only rejections. “Every night I was working: grant, grant, grant,”
Karikó said in a Nov. 2020 article in STATnews.com, “And it came back always no, no,
no.”

Eventually, Karikó was demoted and removed from the university’s track to full
professorship. “I thought of going somewhere else, or doing something else. I also thought
[that] maybe I’m not good enough, not smart enough.” But Karikó didn’t give up. She
pressed on and within a few years she partnered with Dr. Drew Weissman, a professor of
immunology who shared her scientific interests.

In time, their work yielded results. Shortly after publication in 2005, two other important
scientists (who would later help to found Moderna and Pfizer’s partner, BioNTech,)
recognized the far-reaching implications of Karikó's and Weissman’s work. A founder of
Moderna, Dr. Derrick Rossi, believes that Karikó and Weissman deserve the Nobel Prize
in chemistry. “If anyone asks me whom to vote for...I would put them front and center,” he
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“There is only one
thing worse than

coming home from
the lab to a sink full

of dirty dishes,
and that is not

going to the lab at all!”  

Chien-Shiung Wu, Physicist

The First Lady of Physics

Although she was eventually known as the First Lady 
of Physics, Chien-Shiung Wu fought to overcome gen-
der and racial prejudice her entire life. She was born 
in China in 1912, in an era when it was unusual for 
girls to attend school. With her parents’ support, Wu 
received the equivalent of a high school education. In 
1936, she immigrated to the U.S. and earned a coveted spot in the graduate physics pro-
gram at U.C. Berkeley. Wu received her PhD in the emerging field of radiation and nuclear 
physics in 1940, and was immediately hired as a research assistant at Berkeley.
 
In 1942, Wu married a fellow Chinese scientist. The surge in anti-Asian discrimination in 
California during World War II drove the pair to the East Coast. Wu became the first wom-
an to join the all-male faculty at Princeton. Within a year, she was recruited to the team of 
senior scientists working to develop the atom bomb at Columbia University. Her contribu-
tion to the Manhattan Project was critical to its success. Wu’s research identified a process 
that enabled the separation of uranium metal through a gaseous infusion.
 
After the war, Wu remained at Columbia where much of her work involved proving or 
disproving theories of other scientists. In what became known as “Wu’s Experiment,” she 
famously disproved what had been considered to be a fundamental principle of physics: 
the law of conservation of parity. In doing so, Wu’s research confirmed the revolutionary 

https://time.com/4366137/chien-shiung-wu-history/
https://time.com/4366137/chien-shiung-wu-history/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_Project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_experiment
https://www.nuclear-power.net/laws-of-conservation/law-of-conservation-of-parity/


Sharon Spaulding discovered the hidden story of Mary Ware 
Dennett, suffragist, sex-ed and reproductive rights activist, after 
she married Dennett’s greatgrandson. Last year, Time magazine 
included Dennett as one of the most important women in 
American history.

Sharon has spent ten years researching first-wave feminism, the 
battle for reproductive rights, and Mary’s life in the context of 
politics and social mores from 1914–1947. She received a grant 
from Radcliffe College’s Schlesinger Library to support her 
research and the creation of a manuscript. Her journalism has 

appeared in BOLD and Utah Stories. She lives near Salt Lake City with her family and 
dog, Gus.

Sharon is available to speak on the forgotten stories of remarkable women and the 
history of the suffrage and reproductive rights movements in the early 20th century. 
Contact her at: Sharon@SharonSpaulding.com.

Help reclaim the lives of remarkable women. Share the newsletter and invite others to 
subscribe. Follow me on social media. www.SharonSpaulding.comNot a subscriber? To sign up, please visit my website: www.SharonSpaulding.com

       

Bring it Home: Conversation Starters

Chien-Shiung Wu left her family, friends, and her country to pursue her dreams. She 
battled gender and racial discrimination throughout her life, but always with both hones-
ty and humor.

Ask Yourself: Would you be willing to do the same to pursue your dreams?

Ask a Friend: What is the greatest sacrifice you’ve made to follow your heart?

discoveries of two male colleagues. In 1957, the two 
men were awarded the Nobel Prize. Wu’s contribu-
tion was not acknowledged.
 
Undaunted, Wu continued her groundbreaking 
studies and in 1964 she became the first woman to 
receive the Cyrus B. Comstock Award in Physics. In 
1975, she won the National Medal of Science. Three 
years later, she became the first recipient of the 
prestigious Wolf Prize.

Throughout her career, Wu encouraged women 
to pursue opportunities in science and technology 
while allso speaking openly about the sexism and 
racism she had encountered. She retired in 1981, 
but continued her efforts to bring more women into the field. She died in 1997. A U.S. 
commemorative stamp in her honor was issued in February 2021. 

https://www.sharonspaulding.com/
https://time.com/5786065/womens-history-month-women-to-know/
http://www.SharonSpaulding.com
https://www.facebook.com/sharon.spaulding.1
https://twitter.com/SharonSpauldin
https://www.instagram.com/sharonspaulding/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9wQe2mzLCD3BqCFzfnyEDw
https://www.aauw.org/resources/faces-of-aauw/chien-shiung-wu-overlooked-for-nobel-prize/#:~:text=Wu's%20work%20was%20termed%20the,for%20disproving%20the%20Parity%20Law.
https://www.aauw.org/resources/faces-of-aauw/chien-shiung-wu-overlooked-for-nobel-prize/#:~:text=Wu's%20work%20was%20termed%20the,for%20disproving%20the%20Parity%20Law.
https://www.nytimes.com/1964/04/19/archives/columbia-physicist-to-get-award.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Medal_of_Science
https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.2995047?journalCode=pto&
https://wams.nyhistory.org/confidence-and-crises/world-war-ii/chien-shiung-wu/
https://about.usps.com/newsroom/national-releases/2021/0201ma-nuclear-physicist-chien-shiung-wu-to-be-honored-on-forever-stamp.htm

